10:01:55 From Dawn Quinton to OSSAA (Privately): can you turn up the volume
10:03:29 From Glen Shoemake: Having issues with microphone, but I'm here
10:04:32 From Mike Whaley: Please mute your audio and turn off your video....this will help the quality of the video and audio....much thanks....
10:06:46 From Gary Lay: Hello from Wilburton
10:11:39 From Melissa Ferguson: Are they eligible if they are taking virtual classes?
10:12:08 From Mike Whaley: She is answering that question now.....
10:13:32 From Bobby Cook: I believe this was answered in past meeting, but what if athletics is not built into the school schedule and they are virtual... will they still be declared as eligible?
10:13:56 From Ashley Keys: she said if they are attending practice after school hours that counts.
10:14:12 From John Black: Explain the 3 week ineligible part with virtual
10:15:33 From Mike Whaley: To Bobby Cook and all: As long as the student is coming to school for practice (or going to the school sanctioned site to practice) the student would be eligible....
10:15:52 From Bobby Cook: What I thought, thank you Mike.
10:17:38 From Mike Whaley: To John Black and all: The 3 week rule would still apply to virtual students....a change of class after the 3-week period would have a 3-week sit out....
10:18:26 From Ashley Miner: what about tribal competitions..
10:18:46 From Brooks Cawhorn: How do schools reconcile having seniors enrolled in a minimum of 4 classes but the state department of education says 6 classes?
10:19:19 From Alex Levescy: Could someone email me the volleyball rules meeting info. We just hired a coach. arlevescy@okcps.org
10:20:02 From Mike Whaley: to Ashley Moore and all: A student cannot use the skill of the sport they participate in with OSSAA to make a financial gain....
10:21:54 From Barry Nault: Is this power point going to be available to print off after this meeting?
10:22:25 From Brooks Cawhorn: yes it will
10:22:25 From John Black: What if a student is declared homeless?
10:22:37 From Mike Whaley: To Brooks Cawhorn and all: I can't address the SDE Rule.....
10:24:38 From Barry Nault: Thank you
10:23:09 From Amanda May: Good question – declared homeless?
10:23:45 From Mike Whaley: To Barry Nault and all: Will post Power Point when the video posts by Monday, August 3.....
10:25:54 From Melissa Ferguson: If I have hired a new teacher, they live outside the district, and their daughter will be coming to school with her, will the daughter be eligible?
10:27:37 From Mike Whaley: John Black and all: Students that are homeless would need to have a hardship waiver...each case looked at independently....
10:28:46 From John Black: Ok
10:28:56 From Mike Whaley: To Melissa Ferguson and all: That student would need a hardship waiver and documentation regarding the parent employment would be a part of the waiver....
10:33:27 From Justin Kana to OSSAA (Privately): if I have a student living with a family other than his own and his family lives in another district, do I need a hardship? what if he’s 18?
10:33:50 From Brian Richardson: So if the student lives in District A but has established eligibility in District B but wants to play for the school where they live, then they have to set out a year. But if their parents make a move to District C then they have the choice of being immediately eligible in B or C but not A?
10:34:08 From James Dawson: If a student establishes eligibility at a school, moves to another district and competes, then returns to the original district how does this affect their eligibility?
10:34:51 From Mike Whaley: to Brian Richardson and all: You are correct......
10:35:28 From Brian Richardson: Thank you Mr. Whaley on the clarification on the Homeless Student situation.
10:37:30 From Mike Whaley: To James Dawson and all: if a student and family make bonafide moves in to each district (and have no residences in other districts) then generally eligibility would follow with each move....
10:37:34 From Leroy Cantrell: Is COVID going to be a reason for a hardship approval?
10:37:54 From William George: what about Rodeo? since the ossaa doesn't have a rodeo competition, does it count for the monetary prize and eligibility rule?
10:39:46 From Mike Whaley: To Leroy Cantrell and all: Generally speaking ....No, COVID by itself would not be a criteria....it could be possible that COVID issues have impacted a situation in a way that a waiver could be considered.....
10:40:04 From James Dawson: Would there be any sit out time or immediately eligible at each place?
10:40:30 From Jessica Phillips: can a coach own property/properties and lease it to their players legal guardian with the player(s) residing in the structure?
10:40:57 From Mike Whaley: To William George and all: Rodeo winnings would not impact OSSAA amateur status....
10:41:43 From Mike Whaley: James Dawson and all: sit out would occur if the moves are made after the beginning of the school year.....
10:41:56 From James Dawson: thank you
10:45:06 From Mike Whaley: to Jessica Phillips and all: Generally
speaking, that could occur.....a eligibility issue might arise if it could be shown that the student and family were given preference based on the student attending that school...
10:49:21 From Brian Richardson: Sorry if someone asked this earlier and I missed it, but the "Hybrid Schooling" doesn't include Epic does it? Meaning students can't be enrolled in Epic and participate in athletics at a school? Correct?
10:50:33 From Mike Whaley: Brian Richardson and all: EPIC students can NOT participate....
10:52:52 From Kailan Woods: When will the due date form for academic and entry forms be updated on the website?
10:54:03 From Alfred Gaches: Where did you say that we could find the sport entry forms?
10:54:58 From sedelen: What if we don't have volleyball but do have basketball--will that student who transfers be able to play both sports at the new school immediately, even though they established eligibility at the previous school?
10:55:30 From Mike Whaley: To Alfred Gaches and all: those forms are on the OSSAA Rankings site...after a coach or administrator signs in to the site....
10:55:32 From John Black: What are schools doing about after the game handshakes
10:56:12 From Mike Whaley: Kailan Woods and All: we hope to have that posted by the end of this week.....
10:56:25 From Kailan Woods: Thank you
10:56:28 From Josh Kilhoffer: Mr, Whaley, a sport is not being offered, is different than quarantine due to covid, or having to shut down due to covid? If we are planning to continue the season after quarantine, does this qualify as offering the sport still?
10:57:09 From Alex Levescy: There is a Covid course on NHFS. Will that be required???
10:58:52 From Mike Whaley: To Josh Kilhoffer and all: To use Criteria 3, a student has to have participated in the sport previously....so if the sport has never been offered then a student could not use Criteria 3.....a momentary disrupt in an activity due to COVID is not dropping the activity for the semester or year.....
10:59:47 From Mike Whaley: to Alex Levescy and All: The COVID course is NOT required (but strongly recommended)...
11:00:03 From Alex Levescy: Thank you.
11:00:41 From Krystel Markwardt: Does that number include the guest passes
11:01:30 From Alex Levescy: Dose the number include the guest passes
11:01:43 From Mike Whaley: To John Black and all: that will be a local decision....OSSAA recommendation would be to not have that interaction.....
11:02:09 From Ron Littlejohn: Does the number of passes include the guest passes?
11:02:20 From CD Thompson: What if the previous superintendent did not give Board Members?
11:03:05 From Mike Whaley: To Alex, Ron and Krystel: yes.....that does include guests.....
11:03:30 From Bobby Cook: Release of ADM?
11:03:54 From Mike Whaley: To CD Thompson and all: Your school decides who gets the passes....it could include the Board or it may not....your call at the local level.....
11:10:37 From msutton: How do middle schools request passes?
11:10:45 From Ron Littlejohn: Thank you Amy and Mike for the presentation.
11:11:01 From Brooks Cawhorn: Lets play ball
11:11:04 From Jill Henderson: We will have a board member that will change during the year. Can we get another set of passes for the new board member
11:11:05 From Christie Hyatt: Can we get a copy of the presentation?
11:11:32 From Jason Blasingame: Middle School passes rolled into HS #?
11:11:41 From Ken Whitehead: could we get a copy of this information presented
11:11:43 From Greg Willis: Thank you for the information!
11:11:44 From Cami Dellinger: Thanks!
11:11:47 From Jeremy Hickman: Thank you for all you do!
11:11:51 From Amanda May: Thank you - good luck!
11:11:51 From Brooks Cawhorn: Thank you Amy and Mike
11:11:54 From James Dawson: Thank you
11:11:58 From Dustin Beck: Thanks guys!
11:12:21 From EUGENE JEFFERSON: Thank you Amy and Mike
11:12:28 From Gary Roberts: thank you
11:12:30 From Mike Converse: thanks
11:12:32 From Jeff Graham: Thank You!!!
11:12:46 From J.T. Busby: Thank You!!
11:12:50 From Diana Hames: Thanks
11:12:57 From Chris Brown: Thank you Amy and Mike!
11:13:01 From Alex Levescy: Thank you!
11:13:03 From Gary lay: Thank you
11:13:04 From Damon Hitt: When will the ADM be released?
11:13:05 From Rodney L. Lee: Thank you for the hard work you put in to helping us.
11:13:09 From Mat McIntosh: Thanks Amy & Mike
11:13:17 From CJ Buesser: what about the OSDE color coded protocol with extracurricular?
11:13:22 From Joe Turner: Thank you
11:13:25 From Rusty Sellars: Do we have to do the eligibility forms each year for all high school participants or only for new students.
11:15:50 From Scott Tahah: When will the ADM be released?
11:18:09 From Shanon Elisa Ortiz: If a student is starting their freshman year and their parent is a teacher in a different district from where they live and will attend that district. What hardship is required?
11:18:26 From Shanon Elisa Ortiz: required
11:19:49 From Michelle Smith: Do all eligibility rules discussed here also apply to non-athletic activities, or is this just athletics?
11:20:16 From Mike Whaley: To Damon Hitt and all: we are waiting on ADM from SDE....hope to have it up by next week....
11:21:39 From Ron Littlejohn: Mr. Whaley stated that if a school drops a program due to Covid then a student could be eligible to participate at another school that is offering that particular program. Do they have to move into that district or can they remain residing in their current district?
11:22:04 From Mike Whaley: to CJ Buesser and All: you can certainly use the OSDE color code to make your local decisions on participation......we have not mandated nor recommended that as of today....
11:22:32 From OSSAA: RON LITTLEJOHN- they would need to be approved on hardship, but it would not require a move.
11:22:46 From Ron Littlejohn: Thank you
11:23:40 From OSSAA: I will post the power point on the OSSAA.com website with the notes from the chat today.
11:24:48 From Mike Whaley: to Michele Smith and all: the majority of these rules covered today have to do with athletic eligibility....there is no residence eligibility for non-athletic events while there are weekly and semester academic eligibility....